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The allowed standard model Higgs mass range has been reduced to a region
between 114 and 130 GeV or above 500 GeV, at the 99% confidence level, since the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) program started. Furthermore some of the experi-
ments at Tevatron and LHC observe excesses that could arise from a spin-0 particle
with a mass of about 125 GeV. It is therefore timely to compare the standard model
Higgs predictions against those of a more general new spin-0 state, either scalar or
pseudo-scalar. Using an effective Lagrangian approach we investigate the ability to
discriminate between a scalar or pseudoscalar, stemming from several extensions
of the standard model, at the LHC. We also discuss how to use experimental results
to disentangle whether the new state is elementary or composite.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Recent results from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experimental collabora-
tions exclude the SM Higgs mass range between 130 GeV and 500 GeV at the 99%
confidence level [1–6] while the combined LEP2 results exclude it below 114.5
GeV at the 95% confidence level [7]. At the same time both the ATLAS and CMS
experiments at LHC and the CDF and D0 experiments at Tevatron [8, 9] observe
excesses in certain channels around the 125 GeV region. It is therefore relevant to
compare the standard model Higgs predictions against those of a more general
spin-0 state, either scalar (S) or pseudo-scalar (P), singlet with respect to the SM
gauge and flavor symmetries.
We start with the SM Lagrangian without the Higgs and then add to this theory
a new spin-0 state transforming as a matter field under the unbroken symmetries,
using an effective Lagrangian with the operators ordered in mass dimension.
In section II we introduce the effective Lagrangian and deduce the relevant
cross-sections and partial widths, while the phenomenological setup is summa-
rized in section III.
In section IV we start by investigating the case of an elementary scalar or
pseudoscalar particle. In particular we consider the case in which the particle
is either fermiophobic or gauge phobic, with the pseudoscalar being naturally
gauge phobic, in the investigated mass range. We also consider b-phobic scalar
states.
In section V we study signals from composite scalars and pseudscalars arising
in Technicolor type extensions of the SM in which the underlying technifermions
do not carry ordinary color. Several features are similar to the elementary case,
however, due to the presence of new technifermions the pseudoscalar decay rate
into di-photons is enhanced. This fact can be used to disentangle the underlying
Technicolor dynamics.
We also point out that production of the new spin-0 state, either scalar or
pseudo-scalar, in association with SM gauge bosons, can be resonantly enhanced
3due to the presence of new composite vector bosons [10]. In fact, the associate
production with a light composite resonance can be comparable to the SM Higgs
gluon-fusion production, leading to the interesting possibility of a di-photon
signal comparable to the SM case, even for a fermiophobic spin-0 state.
For the various proposed signals we estimate the relevant significance at 5 and
20 fb−1 corresponding to the current and expected integrated luminosity for 2012
at LHC . We summarize our results in section VI.
II. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN FOR SPIN-0 STATES
The SM gauge bosons and fermions are the only experimentally observed
states, until now. On theoretical grounds the internal consistency of the SM does
require the presence of these states. Neutral scalar states can be invoked to ensure
perturbative unitarization of the longitudinal WW scattering amplitude. The SM
Higgs provides a simple solution to this issue. However, there are well known
cases where the unitarization problem can be resolved using different mechanisms
[11, 12]. We shall therefore not be concerned with a specific unitarization model
but rather introduce a new spin-0 state, either scalar or pseudoscalar, in a general
way and study the associated phenomenology.
We write the electroweak and the Yukawa sectors of the SM involving only the
observed particles, using a nonlinear realizations associated to the quotient space
SU(2)W ×U(1)Y/U(1)EM, e.g. [13]:
L = v
2
4
Tr[DµU†DµU] − 12Tr
[
WµνWµν
]
− 1
4
BµνBµν + iψ¯γµDµψ
+ muψLU
†1 + τ3
2
ψR + mdψLU
†1 − τ3
2
ψR (1)
Here v ' 246 GeV is the electroweak scale, U = ei piaτav , Tr[τaτb] = 12δab, DµU ≡
∂µU − igWµU + igBµU and ψ denotes the SM fermions with appropriate quantum
numbers. We now introduce a scalar (S) and a pseudo-scalar (P) state singlets
under the SM gauge group, and start by classifying the various operators ordering
them in mass dimension. These two states are not allowed to acquire a vacuum
4expectation value (VEV) since we assume they already represent the physical
fluctuations around the VEV emerging from some unspecified dynamics. We
denote the new scale, common to S and P, with Λ. This new mass scale can be
lighter or heavier than the scale v.
The Yukawa type interactions of S or P with the SM fermions ψ and any new
Dirac fermions Ψ are:
mψ
v
(1 + ySψ
v
Λ
)Sψψ + i mψ
yPψ
Λ
Pψγ5ψ +
mΨ
Λ
(ySΨSΨΨ + iyPΨPΨγ5Ψ) . (2)
Here we are considering, after electroweak symmetry breaking, each individual
SM fermion separately. In the SM limit we have
ySψ = ySΨ = 0 , and yPψ = yPΨ = 0 . (3)
For the interactions with the SM gauge fields, also linear in S and P, and to the
third and fifth order in mass dimension we have:
L(3) = g2v
2
(
1 + g(1)SWW
Λ
v
)
SW+µW−
µ
+ g2
v
4 cos2 θw
(
1 + g(1)SZZ
Λ
v
)
SZµZµ (4)
L(5)S =
1
4
g(2)SWWΛ
−1 SW+µνW
−µν +
1
4
g(2)SZZΛ
−1 SZµνZµν +
1
4
g(2)SγγΛ
−1 S FµνFµν
+
1
4
g(2)SZγΛ
−1P ZµνFµν +
1
4
g(2)SggΛ
−1S
8∑
a=1
GaµνG
aµν (5)
L(5)P =
1
4
gPWWΛ−1 PW˜+µνW
−µν +
1
4
gPZZΛ−1 PZµνZ˜µν +
1
4
gPγγΛ−1P FµνF˜µν
+
1
4
gPZγΛ−1P ZµνF˜µν +
1
4
gPggΛ−1P
8∑
a=1
G˜aµνG
aµν , (6)
where Fµν,Gµν are the field strength tensors of the photon and the gluon respec-
tivevly, we have defined F˜µν = µνρσFρσ and the tree-level SM is recovered when:
g(1)SWW = 0 , and g
(1)
SZZ = 0 . (7)
If the underlying model is known one can predict the coefficients of all the terms.
If the specific model is not known the effective low energy theory has a large
5number of unknown couplings, and to be more predictive, we assume that the
dimension five operators are determined, at the one-loop level, using (2) and (4).
The S and P di-photon and di-gluon partial widths are compactly written in
terms of the coefficients of the relevant dimension five operators and read [14]:
Γ(S→ gg) = 1
8pi
|g(2)Sgg|2
m3S
Λ2
, Γ(P→ gg) = 1
2pi
|gPgg|2
m3P
Λ2
, (8)
Γ(S→ γγ) = 1
64pi
|g(2)Sγγ|2
m3S
Λ2
, Γ(P→ γγ) = 1
16pi
|gPγγ|2
m3P
Λ2
, (9)
We can express the coefficients in terms of couplings of the lower dimensional
operators as follows:
g2Sγγ =
αΛ
2vpi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑ψ Nce2ψgSψASψ +
∑
Ψ
d(RΨ)e2ΨgSΨA
S
Ψ + gSVA
S
V
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (10)
g2Pγγ =
αΛ
2vpi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑ψ Nce2ψgPψAPψ +
∑
Ψ
d(RΨ)e2ΨgPΨA
P
Ψ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
gSgg =
αsΛ
4vpi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣34 ∑q∈ψ gSqASq +
∑
Q∈Ψ
gSQASQ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (11)
gPgg =
αsΛ
4vpi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑q gPqAPq +
∑
Q
gPQAPQ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (12)
where q,Q denote colored SM quarks and new colored fermions respectively
while d(RΨ) is the dimension of the representation of the new fermions Ψ with
respect to QCD and any new gauge groups.
The spin 1, spin 1/2 and spin 0 amplitudes read to lowest order for the scalar S
[15]
ASV = −[2τ2V + 3τV + 3(2τV − 1) f (τV)]/τ2V → −7 , with τV → 0
ASψ = 2[τψ + (τ − 1) f (τψ)]/τ2ψ →
4
3
, with τψ → 0 , (13)
and for the pseudoscalar P
APψ = f (τψ)/τψ → 1 , with τψ → 0 , (14)
6where τV,ψ,S = m2Φ/4m
2
V,ψ,S and the function f (τV,ψ,S) is given by
f (τ) =

arcsin2
√
τ τ ≤ 1
−1
4
log 1 + √1 − τ−1
1 − √1 − τ−1
− ipi
2 τ > 1 (15)
In these formulae Φ is either one of the scalars and mV,ψ,S are the masses of
the states, spin-1, spin-1/2 or spin-0, running in the loop. For new strongly
interacting fermions, such as the techniquarks in Technicolor, the dynamical mass
is intrinsically linked to the decay constant FΦ via the Pagels-Stokar formula
MΨ ∼ 2piFΦ/
√
d(RΨ). Finally gΦ(V,ψ,S) is the coupling of the (pseudo)scalar field to
the particles running in the loop. These couplings, following from the effective
Lagrangian, are reported in table II for the SM Higgs (H) as well as S and P.
Φ gΦψ gΦW gΦΨ
H 1 1 0
S 1 + vΛ ySψ 1 + g
(1)
SWW
v
Λ
v
Λ ySΨ
P vΛ yPψ 0
v
Λ yPΨ
TABLE I: Couplings of the spin-0 state Φ to SM fermions ψ, W bosons, and any new
fermions beyond the SM Ψ, entering the formulas for loop induced decays into massless
gauge bosons in Eq. (12). H denotes the SM Higgs, S is a generic scalar and P a generic
pseudoscalar
III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL SET UP
It is phenomenologically convenient to broadly classify spin-0 states, compared
to the SM Higgs, as fundamental vs composite and fermiophobic vs gaugephobic.
Furthermore a generic scalar can be CP-even or CP-odd.
7For the generic spin-0 state Φ = {S,P} we will investigate the four production
mechanisms corresponding to the main production mechanisms for the SM Higgs
boson, i.e. gluon and vector-boson fusion, production in association with a SM
W or Z boson and tt¯ fusion:
σ(pp→ Φ) , σ(pp→ Φqq′) , σ(pp→ ΦV) , σ(pp→ Φtt¯) , (16)
where V = W,Z and q, q′ denote SM quarks.
We are interested in the enhancement ratios of these cross-sections at LHC for
a scalar Φ relative to the SM Higgs and therefore define production enhancement
factors κ as
κprod
Φ
≡ σ(pp→ Φ)
σ(pp→ H) , κ
prod
ΦV ≡
σ(pp→ ΦV)
σ(pp→ HV) , (17)
κprod
Φtt¯ ≡
σ(pp→ Φtt¯)
σ(pp→ H tt¯) , κ
prod
Φqq′ ≡
σ(pp→ Φqq′)
σ(pp→ Hqq′)) . (18)
For the SM Higgs, the dominant initial states in gluon fusion and top fusion
production are gluons while in associate and vector boson fusion production they
are quarks. We give the LHC production cross-sections at 7 and 8 TeV from [16, 17]
of a SM Higgs in these channels in table II. The equivalent enhancement factors
TABLE II: SM Higgs production cross-sections in pb for mH = 126 GeV from [16, 17].
√
s [TeV] σ(pp→ H) σ(pp→ Hqq′) σ(pp→ HW) σ(pp→ HZ) σ(pp→ H tt¯)
7 15 1.2 0.56 0.31 0.084
8 19 1.45 0.69 0.36 na
of the Φ decay modes are
κdecΦ,V1V2 ≡
Γ(Φ→ V1V2)
Γ(H→ V1V2) , κ
dec
Φ,ψψ¯
≡ Γ(Φ→ ψψ¯)
Γ(H→ ψψ¯) , (19)
where ψ, as above, is any SM fermion and Vi = W,Z, γ, g. When both are massive
gauge bosons, one of them will be off-shell formΦ ∼ 126 GeV. Finally we define the
8total enhancement factors R ≡ σ/σSM which in the narrow width approximation,
and choosing the di-photon channel as example, can be written as
RΦγγ =
σ(pp→ Φ)
σ(pp→ H)
BR[Φ→ γγ]
BR[H→ γγ] = κ
prod
Φ
κdecΦ,γγ
Γ[H]
Γ[Φ]
. (20)
Note that the subscript on R only refers to the final state. The total enhancement
factors we consider in this study are [64]
RΦV1V1 ; R
Φ
ttbb ; R
Φ
V1V2qq′ ; R
Φ
V1V2 V , R
Φ
bbV (21)
RΦV1V1 arises from gluon fusion production of Φ which decays into vectors, R
Φ
ttbb
from the top-fusion process with Φ decaying into b-quarks, RΦV1V2qq′ from vector
boson fusion with Φ decaying into vectors and finally RΦV1V2 V,R
Φ
bbV arise from
associate production of Φ which subsequently decays into vectors or b-quarks.
We define the expected significance of Φ in a given final state X bySΦX. In terms
of the signal and background cross-sections σΦX, σbg and the luminosity L this is
given by
SΦX(L) ≡
σΦX√
σbg
√
L = SHX(L)RΦX , (22)
where, in the last equality, we have expressed the expected significance in terms
of that for the SM Higgs boson H and the total enhancement factor RΦX.
Estimates for the expected significance for a SM Higgs signal are given in
table III. These estimates assume that the significance simply scales as
√
L and are
based on significances quoted for ∼ 5 fb−1 [1, 3]. We refer to the appendix A for a
discussion of the numbers quoted for SHttbb.
TABLE III: Estimates of the expected significance, in numbers of σ, of a SM Higgs signal
at mH = 126 GeV and
√
s = 7 TeV based on [1, 3, 18]
SHγγ SHZZ∗ S
H
WW∗ S
H
ttbb
ATLAS, 7 TeV 0.64
√
L [1] 0.64
√
L [1] 0.74
√
L [3] 0.06
√
L [18]
9We compute the branching ratios and the width of the SM Higgs at one-loop
level for the γγ and gg decay modes and at tree-level for all other decay modes.
This level of precision is sufficient for our discussion as we are interested in the
scaling of the above cross-section ratios in simple scenarios. The results are given
below in table IV for mH = 126 GeV.
TABLE IV: Branching ratios and total width of the SM Higgs boson computed at leading
order for mH = 126 GeV.
BR(H→ gg) BR(H→ γγ) BR(H→ ZZ∗) BR(H→WW∗) BR(H→ bb¯) BR(H→ ττ¯) BR(H→ cc¯) Γtot [GeV]
5.5 · 10−2 2.4 · 10−3 0.026 0.23 0.60 0.06 0.024 4.2 · 10−3
The results of current LHC data analysis in selected channels are summarized
in table V. The local significance of the observed excesses (those expected for a SM
Higgs are given in parentheses) at ATLAS are 2.9σ (1.4σ) in the pp→ γγ channel
[19], 2.1σ (1.4σ) in the pp → ZZ∗ → l+l−l′+l′− channel [20], and 0.2σ (1.6σ) in the
pp → WW∗ → `+ ν `′− ν¯′ channel [3] [65]. For CMS they are 2.9σ (1.4σ) in the
pp → γγ channel [21] at 125 GeV while they are 2.7σ at 119.5 GeV and only 1.5σ
at 126 GeV in the pp → ZZ∗ → l+l−l′+l′− channel [22]. The local significance of
the observed excess at CDF and D0 is 2.9σ in the bb¯ channel. A number of recent
studies perform fits to the corresponding data before the updates [3–6] in terms
of a scalar state S, within an effective Lagrangian framework [26–28].
IV. LIGHT ELEMENTARY SPIN-0 STATES AND THEIR SIGNATURES
It is instructive to first analyze the experimental signatures coming from light,
mΦ ∼ 126 GeV, elementary spin-0 states at the LHC. In particular we will consider
several relevant limits of the couplings of a SM-like Higgs scalar, as well as a
pseudoscalar state.
10
Channel [Exp] L [fb−1] mH[GeV] R fit (R limit)
pp→ γγ [ATLAS] 4.9 126.5 ± 0.7 [19] 2+0.9−0.7 (2.6) [23].
pp→ γγ [CMS] 4.8 125 1.650.67−0.6(2.9) [21]
pp→WW∗ → `+ ν `′− ν¯′ [ATLAS] 4.7 no excess 0.16+0.6−0.6 (1.3) @ 126 GeV[24]
pp→WW∗ → `+ ν `− ν¯ [CMS] 4.6 no excess 0.4+0.6−0.55 [4] (1.35) [25] @ 125 GeV
pp→ ZZ∗ → `+ `− `′+ `′− [ATLAS] 4.8 125 [20] 1.2+1.2−0.8 (4.9) @ 126 GeV [23]
pp→ ZZ∗ → `+ `− `+ `− [CMS] 4.7 125 0.58+1.0−0.58 [4] (2.5) [22]
H→ bb¯ [CDF/D0 combined] 10/9.7 115-135 1.6+0.6−0.6 @ 120 GeV [8, 9]
TABLE V: A summary of selected Higgs search final states, including the mass range
consistent with the observed excess, the best fit cross-section in terms of R ≡ σ/σSM where
σSM is the SM Higgs cross-section. Finally the limit quoted on R given in parenthesis is
the 95% CL.
A. Scalar with reduced b-Yukawa
A minimal way of enhancing the di-photon rate of a scalar S is to reduce the
b-Yukawa relative to the SM Higgs. In the limit where we turn the S coupling to
b-quarks to zero we have from table IV that Γ[H]
Γ[S] =
1
1−Br[H→b¯b] ∼ 2.5.
More generally we write the b-Yukawa given in Eq. (2) as 1 + ySb vΛ ≡ sb. For
sb < 1, the pattern of simultaneous enhancements of the vector decay modes and
the reduction of bb¯ final states, is given by
Rγγ/WW/ZZ ∼ 10.6s2b + 0.4
, Rttbb = Rbb V ∼
s2b
0.6s2b + 0.4
, (23)
We show these enhancement factors in the left panel of Fig. 1. The expected
significances for the γγ and the leptonic ZZ∗ and WW∗ final states in this scenario,
based on the numbers presented and discussed in table III, are then
SSγγ(L) ∼ SSZZ(L) ∼ 0.64
√
LRSγγ , SSWW(L) ∼ 0.74
√
LRSγγ ,
as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.
ForRSγγ > 1, as the current di-photon data hints at, we expect sizeable correlated
excesses in both the WW and ZZ channels by the end of 2012. If this is observed,
11
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FIG. 1: Left: The enhancement ratios Rγγ = RWW = RZZ (black) and RbbZ = Rttbb (red) for
the scalar S as a function of sb, the fraction of the SM b-Yukawa defined in section IV A.
Right: The corresponding expected significance SSγγ = SSZZ (black) and SSWW (gray) with
5 (solid) and 20 (dashed) fb−1 of data.
the scenario can be further tested by the absence or strong reduction, compared
to the SM Higgs, of the bb¯ signals in the bbV [29, 30] and the ttbb final states [18].
However, we note that RSγγ & 1.5 is at odds with both ATLAS and CMS limits on
RWW at the 95 % CL. Model examples with a reduced b-Yukawa include the top
version of the Private Higgs of [31], which couples to the SM top and vector bosons
only. Another is the Higgs of the NMSSM where enhancements of the di-photon
rate were considered in e.g. [32–34].
B. Complete fermiophobic Scalar
The limit of a fully fermiophobic scalar was recently considered in [35]. At
the lowest order in the SM couplings the only production mechanisms are vector
boson fusion and Higgs-strahlung. If we first assume that the vector boson
couplings are those of the SM Higgs we then have Γ[H]
Γ[S] ∼ 3.8, κdecS,γγ ∼ 1.6 Thus we
end up with enhancements
RVγγ = Rqq′γγ ∼ 6.3 (24)
12
From table II it follows that this is sufficient for the Higgs-strahlung and VBF
processes to generate a scalar production cross-section of roughly 0.8 times the
size of the SM Higgs cross-section from gluon fusion at 126 GeV. This was recently
observed in [35]. Once the Higgs mass is below 124 GeV the cross-section is as
large as the corresponding SM Higgs cross-section from gluon fusion.
A purely Technicolor extension of the SM, featuring a light composite Higgs
[36–38] (sometimes also called the dilaton [39]) provides such a fermiophobic
state. This is so since new dynamics beyond Technicolor is needed to endow the
SM fermions with mass [40, 41]. Although in a purely Technicolor extension the
composite technistates do not couple directly to the SM fermions these couplings
will emerge at higher orders in the SM couplings. However, if the fermiophobic
scalar arises from new strong dynamics the di-photon decay rate is modified by
the effects of technifermions which must be taken into account. We discuss this
later.
C. Gauge phobic Scalar
Another relevant limit is the gauge phobic scalar S which couples only via
Yukawas to the SM fermions. One model where such a situation is realized is the
Private Higgs model [31]. A gauge phobic scalar coupled to t (or b) can provide
large di-photon cross-sections.
We parameterize the top Yukawa coupling by setting 1 + ySt vΛ ≡ st and dis-
tinguish between a scalar St coupling purely via this top-Yukawa or a scalar Stb
which couples to both the t and b quarks. For simplicity we first parameterize the
latter case by choosing 1 + ySt vΛ = 1 + ySb
v
Λ
= st, thus taking both Yukawas to scale
as the SM Higgs Yukawa times the factor st. The partial and total width ratios of
St and Stb compared to the SM Higgs are
κdecSt,γγ ∼ κdecStb,γγ ∼
1
8
s2t ;
Γ[H]
Γ[St]
∼ 20s−2t , Γ[H]Γ[Stb] ∼
1
0.6s2t + 0.05s
2
t
, (25)
13
which yields the total enhancement ratios:
RStγγ ∼ 18s
4
t
Γ[H]
Γ[St]
, RStbγγ ∼ 18s
4
t
Γ[H]
Γ[Stb]
, , RStbttbb ∼ s4t
Γ[H]
Γ[Stb]
(26)
By construction the tree-level VBF and Higgs-strahlung production vanish here
as well as the WW∗ and ZZ∗ decay modes. We restrict st to be bounded by 4pi to
maintain perturbativity of the top-Yukawa coupling and plot the κ and R factors
in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2: Top left: The enhancement κdecSt,γγ ' κdecStb,γγ of the decay width of St and Stb into
di-photons as a function of st, the fraction of the SM t-Yukawa, defined in section IV C.
Top right: The corresponding total enhancement ratios Rγγ of St (black dashed) and Stb
(black solid) as well Rttbb for Stb (blue, solid) as a function of st. Bottom: The expected
significance in the γγ and ttbb channels as a function of st with 5 (solid) and 20 (dashed)
fb−1 of data.
An important difference between St and Stb is that Rttbb is strongly enhanced
for Stb. The current limits from Tevatron constrain Rttbb . 26 [42] allowing st . 4
14
for Stb. Theses are sufficiently large Yukawas leading to R
Stb
γγ greater than unity.
We estimate the signal significance for St and Stb to be:
SStγγ(L) ∼ 7
√
LRStbγγ ,SStbγγ(L) ∼ 0.64
√
LRStbγγ , SStbttbb(L) ∼ 0.06
√
LRStbttbb . (27)
Again the estimate for SStbttbb is discussed in appendix A. The estimates indicate
that if e.g. RStbγγ & 1.5 then Stb would be visible in the ttbb channel with the 20 fb
−1
dataset at more than 3σ. Obviously St is not constrained by the ttbb search.
D. Quasi gauge phobic Scalar
It is interesting to consider the case in which the Higgs-like scalar S couples
to the SM fields like the Higgs, except for the vev entering the couplings being
reduced with respect to the EW one vEW by sv ≤ 1. This framework is quite general
and arises in several well motivated extensions of the SM such as [43].
In this case we have 1 + g(1)SWW
Λ
v = sv and the Yukawa couplings of S to SM
fermions ψ are given by 1 + ySψ vΛ = s
−1
v . The Yukawa couplings of S are thus
enhanced while the massive vector boson couplings are reduced. From table IV
we then have:
κprodS ∼ s−2v , κprodtt¯S ∼ s−2v , κprodSV = κprodSqq′, = s2v
κdecbb¯ = s
−2
v , κ
dec
γγ ∼ 1.8[−sv + 14s
−1
v ]
2 , κdecWW/ZZ = s
2
v ,
Γ[H]
Γ[S]
∼ 13
4s
−2
v +
1
4s
2
v
.
To arrive at the expression for κdecγγ we have approximated the amplitude functions
A by their asymptotic values in Eq. (13). The corresponding R ratios are given by
Rγγ ∼ 1.8[sv − 1/4s−1v ]2 ×
s−2v
3
4s
−2
v +
1
4s
2
v
, Rttbb ∼ s
−4
v
3
4s
−2
v +
1
4s
2
v
, RWW/ZZ = RZttbb ∼ 13
4s
−2
v +
1
4s
2
v
(28)
and shown in the top right panel of Fig. 3. Note that because we now have a
non-zero coupling to both W and t there is a region of sv where the di-photon
rate effectively vanishes. As was the case for the Stb scalar, the ttbb mode is
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FIG. 3: Left: The enhancement ratios Rγγ (black), RWW/ZZ (red), Rttbb (blue) of S as a
function of the reduction sv of the electroweak scale v. Right: The corresponding estimates
of the significance of the signals with 5 (solid) and 20 (dashed) fb−1 of data.
significantly enhanced when reducing sv. For example, to have an enhancement
of the di-photon rate compared to the SM Higgs in this scenario we need sv . 0.24,
which is only just tolerated by the the current best limit from Tevatron onRttbb . 26
[42]. This allows at most sv & 0.22 corresponding to Rγγ . 1.2
The expected signal significance in the ttbb is again correlated with that ex-
pected in the di-photon channel, SStbttbb(L) ∼
√
LRγγ, such that a di-photon cross-
section greater or of the order of the SM Higgs can be tested with circa 20 fb−1 in
this channel.
E. Pseudoscalars as natural gauge phobic states
A CP-odd pseudo-scalar state P at a mass of ∼ 126 GeV is generically gauge
phobic — at the dimension three operator level because we are assuming CP
invariance. The induced dimension five operators coupling P to the SM gauge
bosons arise only due to SM fermion loops, and the branching into WW∗ and ZZ∗
final states are suppressed with respect to the γγ because of phase space. Thus
comparing the widths into di-bosons of P at mP ∼ 126 GeV and the SM Higgs
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with the same mass we have :
Γ[P→WW∗]
Γ[P→ γγ]  1 ,
Γ[P→ ZZ∗]
Γ[P→ γγ]  10
−1 vs
Γ[H→WW∗]
Γ[H→ γγ] ∼ 10
2 ,
Γ[H→ ZZ∗]
Γ[H→ γγ] ∼ 10 .
(29)
To compare with the gauge phobic scalar S case we re-express the Yukawas for P
such that mψ
yPψ
Λ
≡ mψv st and arrive to the following production ratios κprod:
κProdP ∼
9
4
s2t , κ
Prod
Ptt¯ ∼ s2t , κProdPV1,2 ∼ 0 , κProdPqq′ ∼ 0 , (30)
with a characteristic 9/4 enhancement of the production via the top-loop for the
gluon fusion. The two enhancement ratios Rγγ,Rttbb are given in the left panel of
Fig. 4 showing that Rttbb/Rγγ ∼ 2.4. One can see from the figure that for sv . 0.75
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FIG. 4: Left: The enhancement factors Rγγ (black), and Rttbb (blue) for the pseudoscalar
P Right: The corresponding estimates of the signal significance with 5 (solid) and 20
(dashed) fb−1 of data.
we have that Rγγ is larger than unity. This can happen since CDF limits on Rttbb
requires only that sv & 0.23. The strong correlation between these two channels
in this scenario can be used to help unveiling the pseudo-scalar nature of P. At
the LHC with 7 or 8 TeV we have SStbttbb(L) &
√
L
10 Rγγ. To summarize this section we
have discussed simple ways of testing elementary pseudo-scalars versus Higgs-
like scalars at the LHC by comparing Rγγ, RWW/ZZ and Rttbb channels. Ultimately
of course, a direct CP measurement is needed to distinguish a pseudo scalar from
a scalar. This could be done, for example, using the ττ decay mode [44].
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V. LIGHT COMPOSITE SPIN-0 STATES AND THEIR SIGNATURES
We now discuss the additional effects that arise if the generic spin-0 state Φ is
composite. There are two relevant new features: First, the underlying constituent
fermions will contribute to the di-photon decay rate and, if they carry ordinary
color, also to the di-gluon rate. Secondly, the presence of new vector resonances
can enhance the production of Φ in association with the SM gauge bosons W/Z.
Note also that the presence of such vector resonances, mixing with the W and
Z bosons, may also reduce the couplings of a composite scalar S to W/Z mass
eigenstates [10], while a composite P remains essentially gauge phobic at low
masses.
A. Composite pions from new strong dynamics
We first classify composite models of Technicolor according to the representa-
tion RΨ of the new strongly interacting fermions Ψ. The quantum global symme-
try group G and its stability group H (assumed to be the stability group) depend
solely on the reality properties of the fermion representation as follows:
SU(N f )L × SU(N f )R ×U(1)V → SU(N f ) ×U(1)V RΨ complex
SU(2N f ) → SO(2N f ) RΨ real
SU(2N f ) → Sp(2N f ) RΨ pseudo − real (31)
The number of massless degrees of freedom is N2f −1 for RΨ complex, 2N2f +N f −1
for RΨ real and 2N2f −N f − 1 for RΨ pseudo-real. It is well know that there is also
a pseudoscalar, the equivalent of the QCD η′, which is massive due to the U(1)
anomaly.
The minimal Technicolor fermionic content is one weak doublet, i.e. N f = 2.
If RΨ is complex there are only the 3 NGBs becoming the WL and ZL modes and
therefore there are no physical pNGBs left. If the representation is (pseudo)-real
there is (one isosinglet scalar) one isotriplet pseudo-scalar pNGB’s remaining
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in the spectrum. However, as discussed in [45, 46] the isotriplet pNGBs do
not have Yukawa-like interactions with the SM fermions (due to the allowed
hypercharge assignment) and therefore cannot be produced via gluon fusion.
The situation changes when considering a larger number of technifermions, as
in early Technicolor models [47–49]. Here, the underlying technifermions also
increase the di-photon decay rate compared to a fundamental pseudo-scalar.
B. Technipions in Minimal Technicolor Models
We consider in this section technipions from minimal Technicolor theories
where the underlying constituents do not carry ordinary color. These models
are less constrained by both direct searches and precision measurements [50, 51].
The gluon fusion production of P is determined only by the size of the top-
Yukawa mt
yPt
Λ
≡ mtv st coupling while the di-photon decay width depends on both
the t-Yukawa and the contribution from the technifermions. For deducing the
technipion gPΨ = yPΨ vΛ in table II, we identify Λ with FΠ and furthermore we take
consistently FΠ = v√ND . We also have that yPΨ is given by the isospin charge of Ψ.
Results for κγγ, for the case of an iso-singlet technipion, are given in the upper
left and right panels of Fig. 5 and the corresponding Rγγ factors in the middle
panels with zero b-Yukawa coupling. Even for small st, especially with more
than one doublet, there is a a significant enhancement of Rγγ. Of course this
enhancement is reduced when turning on a b-Yukawa for P as shown in the third
row of Fig. 5. As it is clear from the figures, the t-Yukawa of the composite P
to SM fermions must typically be smaller than one in order not to be ruled out
by current di-photon data, even at a mass mP ∼ 126 GeV corresponding to the
observed excess. The difference with the elementary pseudo-scalar case is that
there the di-photon cross-section is determined solely by the t-Yukawa coupling
— up to the width effects of the b-Yukawa. Therefore the ttbb search channel
may be used to disentangle a composite pseudo-scalar from an elementary one if
appearing in di-photon searches.
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FIG. 5: Top left: The ratio κdecγγ of the two-photon decay width of a technipion compared
to the SM Higgs as a function of st — the fraction of the SM t-Yukawa — for d(RΨ) = 2, 4, 6
(black, red, blue) and for two choices of the relation between the weak scale and FΠ (solid
and dashed lines). Top right: The same as top left but for ND = 2 such that at most
FΠ = vEW/
√
2. Middle left: The corresponding ratio Rγγ of two-photon cross-sections
for the same parameters as in the top left panel with sb = 0 — the fraction of the SM
b-Yukawa. Middle right: The same as left but with sb = 1. Bottom left: The corresponding
significance of the di-photon signal at LHC with 5 (solid) and 20 (dashed) fb−1 of data.
Bottom right: The same as left but with sb = 1.
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Another interesting framework yielding a composite pseudoscalar with t-
Yukawa couplings larger than the SM Higgs is top-color [52]. The neutral top-pion
is thus a certain realization of the pseudoscalar in section IV E and were recently
considered in detail in [53]. Finally, if the technifermions carry ordinary color as
studied in e.g. [54–57] it is easy to understand that they have larger enhancements
for both production and decay. For these states the current LHC data is clearly
imposing strong constraints.
C. Composite Higgs
The di-photon decay width of a light composite Higgs [37] or techni-dilaton [58]
has been studied in e.g. [39, 59]. Again we first consider models with colorless
technifermions. The difference between a tecnipion and a composite Higgs is
that for the composite Higgs, the contribution from technifermions interferes
destructively with the otherwise dominant effect of the SM W-loop. In order to
get a large branching ratio into di-photons we either need a large number of new
technifermions or a low scale in the Technicolor sector. These features are clear
from Fig 6 where we show κdecγγ and Rdecγγ for a composite Higgs with different
values of RΨ,ND as well as the top Yukawa coupling.
D. Resonantly enhanced associate production of a composite spin-0 state
We finally study resonant enhancement of the production cross-section of a
composite spin-0 state in association with a SM W or Z gauge boson, via a new
spin one composite state R. This possibility was discussed for the composite
Higgs case in [10, 60] and for technipions in a different context in e.g. [61]. In
principle, the cross section for the production of a generic (pseudo)scalar field in
association with a W or a Z boson can be enhanced to the level of the gluon fusion
production of the SM Higgs. If the composite state is near the fermiophobic limit
then even a minimal Technicolor model can give a sizable di-photon cross-section.
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FIG. 6: Top left: The ratio κdecγγ of two-photon decay widths of a composite scalar S
compared to the SM Higgs as a function of st, the fraction of the SM t-Yukawa, and with
d(RΨ) = 2, 4, 6 (black,red,blue). Top Right: The same as left but with ND = 2 and thus
vEW = FΠ/
√
2. Bottom left: The corresponding ratio Rγγ of two-photon cross-sections for
the same parameters as in the top left panel. Bottom right: The same plot as left but with
ND = 2 and thus vEW = FΠ/
√
2:
We denote the neutral vector resonance by R0 and the charged ones by R± [66].
We are interested in the cross-section
σ(pp→ R→ Zγγ) ' σ(pp→ R)BR[R→ ZΦ]BR[Φ→ γγ] . (32)
A similar contribution to the associate production with W± can arise from R±.
It is straightforward to describe the relevant interactions of R via the effective
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Lagrangian
L =
∑
ψ=u,d
Rµ ψ¯γµ(gRVψ + g
R
Aψγ
5)ψ + g2
Λ
2
gΦRZRµZµΦ +
R+µ u¯γ
µgRLudPLd + g
2 Λ
2
gΦRWR+µW
µ−Φ + h.c . (33)
In figure 7 we provide the production cross-section of the R0,± resonances. We
choose the values of the couplings gRV,Aψ equal to the equivalent ones for the SM
W and Z bosons [67]. This choice corresponds to the values of the couplings of a
sequential W′ and Z′ model.
If BR[R0,± → Z/W±Φ] ∼ 1 the cross-section for associate production of Z/W±Φ
is identical to the DY production cross-section of R0,±. We therefore also show,
for comparison, the gluon-fusion and associate production of the SM Higgs at
125 GeV in the figures. The Tevatron cross-section has been taken from [62].
Obviously our normalization choice of the R couplings to the SM fermions can
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FIG. 7: Left: Drell-Yan production cross-section of R± as a function of mass at LHC (black)
and the Tevatron (red) with fermion couplings equal to the SM W± bosons. Right: The
same for the neutral resonance R0 with fermion couplings equal to the SM Z boson.
be fitted to any other model by a simple rescaling. For example, in the (Next
to) Minimal Walking Technicolor models, the axial vector resonance does have
a branching BR[R → WΦ] ∼ 1 to the composite Higgs while the coupling gR is
. 0.3gZ [10]. This value of still allows for an enhancement of the associate Higgs
production for mR ∼ 500 − 600 GeV [68] making it comparable the gluon fusion
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production of the SM Higgs.
VI. SUMMARY
Using an effective Lagrangian approach we investigated the ability to discrim-
inate, with current and upcoming experimental data, between a scalar and a
pseudoscalar stemming from several extensions of the standard model. We also
discussed how to disentangle whether such a new spin-0 state is elementary or
composite.
We first investigated an elementary spin-0 state, in the limit where it is fermio-
phobic or gauge phobic. We also investigated some intermediate cases such as a
b-phobic state.
The pseudoscalar, in the investigated mass energy range, is naturally gauge
phobic and therefore should not lead to any WW∗ and ZZ∗ signals with respect to
the scalar case. The elementary pseudoscalar di-photon signal can be enhanced
with respect to the SM Higgs if the top-Yukawa like coupling is also enhanced.
This could potentially be tested in the ttbb final state.
For the scalar case the situation is more involved because of the interplay
between the Yukawa and gauge boson couplings. Of course, in the gauge phobic
limit the scalar has properties similar to the pseudoscalar. As already shown in
the literature a b-phobic scalar also enhances the di-photon signal. We pointed
out however, that within this years data taking one can confirm the existence of
a b-phobic scalar by studying the WW∗ and ZZ∗ final states which should reach a
significance level of 5σ.
In the second part of the paper we investigated signals from composite scalars
and pseudscalars stemming from extensions of the SM of Technicolor type, in
which the underlying technifermions do not carry ordinary color. Several features
are similar to the elementary case depending on the specific Technicolor extension.
However, due to the presence of new technifermions, the composite pseudoscalar
decay rate into di-photons is enhanced and this channel can ultimately be used to
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disentangle the underlying Technicolor dynamics.
Finally we explored production of the composite spin-0 state in association
with a SM gauge boson. This process can be enhanced due to the presence of
new composite vector bosons. In fact, with a light composite vector resonance
the associate production can become comparable to or even exceed the SM Higgs
gluon-fusion production. This leads to the interesting possibility of a sizeable di-
photon signal, comparable to the SM Higgs, even for a fermiophobic composite
scalar.
We provided, for the various proposed signals, the relevant significance esti-
mates for 5 and 20 fb−1 corresponding to current and expected LHC integrated
luminosity for 2012.
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Appendix A: Significance estimate for the ttbb channel
We can make a rough estimate of the signal significance at LHC in the ttbb
channel with luminosity L, particularly interesting for the scalar Stb. In [18],
utilizing top-tagging techniques, a significance ranging from 4.5 to 2.9 σ for the
SM Higgs in the mass range 120-130 GeV was found at the LHC, with 100 fb−1 at
14 TeV. We do a rough extrapolation by assuming the fraction of scalars Stb with
pT(Stb) > 200 GeV is the same at 14 TeV and 7 TeV (we find this to be reasonably
correct at parton-level). Then we take the ratio of the production cross-section in
the top-fusion channel between 14 and 7 TeV to be a factor of 6 from [63].
Without scaling the backgrounds used in [18] and normalizing to a significance
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of 3.5 for a 126 GeV SM Higgs with 100 fb−1 at 14 TeV we then have
SStbttbb(L) ∼
3.5
6
√
L
100
RStbttbb ∼ 0.06
√
LRStbttbb . (A1)
While these estimates should be made more precise it is interesting to note that if
e.g. RStbγγ & 1.5 as consistent with the current di-photon then Stb would be visible
in this channel with the 20 fb−1 dataset at more than 3σ.
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